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The claim that appropriate after-event review might decrease the relative advantage of drawing lessons
from failures over drawing lessons from successes was examined in a quasi-field experiment. The results
show that performance of soldiers doing successive navigation exercises improved significantly when
they were debriefed on their failures and successes after each training day, compared with others who
reviewed their failed events only. The findings also show that, before the manipulation, in both groups,
learners’ mental models of failed events were richer in constructs and links than were their mental models
of successful events. This gap closed gradually in subsequent measurements.
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Failures have traditionally been considered as better motivators
than successes for drawing lessons from experience (Sitkin, 1992;
Weiner, 1985). Schank (1986), in his theory of failure-driven
learning, argued that failed expectations trigger tweaking, a pro-
cess that adapts an explanation pattern to an unexpected situation.
To quote Weiner (2000),

Search is not undertaken following all events, and it is particularly
likely when an outcome is negative, unexpected, and/or important.
Thus, if one expects to succeed and does, “why questions” are not
likely to follow. But unexpected failure at an important exam surely
will evoke attributional processes. (p. 2)

These effects have been demonstrated repeatedly by Lau and
Russell (1980), Wong and Weiner (1981), Hastie (1984), and
Maheswaran and Chaiken (1991). In the organizational context,
Zakay, Ellis, and Shevalski (2004) asked managers to evaluate the
need to initiate a learning process after a particular organizational
experience. It was found that the more negative were the results of
the particular event, the stronger was the managers’ inclination to
recommend a more intensive process of learning from experience.
Likewise, a need to create control and follow-up procedures was
reported only after negative outcomes.

Not surprisingly, the tendency to draw lessons from failures
contributed to the development of a body of psychological and
organizational literature about learning from failures or errors
(Heimbeck, Frese, Sonnentag, & Keith, 2003; Seifert & Hutchins,
1992) while overlooking the potential value of learning from
successes. Learning from successes is needed under two condi-
tions: (a) when learners are not sure that the successful perfor-
mance is a result of their ability or effort but might be attributed to

luck (Weiner, 1985). In such cases, individuals and organizations
will want to understand why events happened as they did, as a
basis for planning future actions; and (b) when the cost of errors is
extremely high. In organizations such as nuclear plants, pharma-
cological industries, aircraft companies, or particular military
units, extensive efforts and resources are invested in developing
efficient and stable activity patterns, that is, highly standardized
routines, to prevent errors (Hannan & Freeman, 1984). But at the
same time, such organizations are exposed to errors when they do
the same things after circumstances have changed, and the changes
go undetected because people are bored, rushed, distracted, care-
less, or simply ignorant (Weick, Sutcliffe, & Obstfeld, 1999). To
detect potential failures and to adapt to events that require revision
of old and successful routines or plans, problem solvers must
understand when and why these routines still work and under what
conditions they do not. They need to be able to revise their
understanding of the situation, their evidence collection and eval-
uation tactics, or their response strategy when new events are
detected and evaluated (Weick et al., 1999).

The goal of the present study was to highlight the value of
systematic reviewing of successes, or in other words, to encourage
asking “why” questions not only after failed events but also after
successful ones. We focused on a single organizational learning
mechanism, after-event review (AER), and argue that although
failures have an initial motivational advantage over successes for
learning, by conducting appropriate after-action reviews, organi-
zations can benefit from helping individuals to draw important
lessons from successful experiences as well.

Drawing Lessons From Experience: The Role of AERs

In the present article, we define AER as an organizational
learning procedure that gives learners an opportunity to systemat-
ically analyze their behavior and to be able to evaluate the contri-
bution of its various components to performance outcomes. In a
broader sense, according to Busby (1999), the role of AERs is to
intensify cognitive elaboration of experiential data, under the as-
sumption that this process will ultimately promote the necessary
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behavioral changes. Furthermore, one may argue that AERs help
learners to switch their mode of information processing from
automatic to conscious. In the automatic mode, people run well
learned scripts and respond to external cues only in terms of their
well established, existing mental models. In the conscious mode,
by contrast, their cognitive activity is characterized by more
awareness, attention, information gathering, and reflection
(Chanowitz & Langer, 1980; Louis & Sutton, 1991).

AERs have three functions in learning from experience: self-
explanation, data verification, and feedback. These functions are
described in detail in the following sections.

Self-Explanation

During AER, individuals are asked to analyze their behavior and
to suggest explanations for their successful and/or failed actions.
Chi, Bassok, Lewis, Reinman, and Glaser (1989); Chi, de Leeuw,
Chiu, and Lavancher (1994), and Pirolli and Recker (1994) suc-
ceeded in promoting the skill acquisition of individuals by asking
them to generate explanations for their actions. Others, such as
Ferguson-Hessler and de Jong (1990) and Nathan, Mertz, and
Ryan (1994), found the number of self-explanations to be corre-
lated with problem-solving successes in various content domains.
As an active process of gathering, analyzing, and integrating data,
self-explanation has been found not only to direct learners to
reflect on their past behavior but also to facilitate the construction
of “if–then” rules that help to improve subsequent performance
and encourage the integration of newly learned materials with
existing knowledge (Chi et al., 1994).

Data Verification

Insofar as learning from the past is open to errors and biases, the
lessons drawn may also turn out to be irrelevant, invalid, or even
misleading (Ariely & Zakay, 2001; March, Sproull, & Tamuz,
1991). Several cognitive biases have been found to be potential
sources of danger to optimal learning. One such bias is the con-
firmation bias (e.g., Brehmer, 1980; Feldman, 1989), that is, the
tendency of individuals to overlook information that is not com-
patible with their a-priori hypotheses.

The hindsight bias (Fischhoff, 1982), implying that knowledge
of outcomes strongly affects how people view their past experi-
ence, poses another threat to the validity of lessons drawn from the
past. Zakay (1984) found that when managers evaluate their deci-
sions, they are strongly influenced by the value of known out-
comes. Positive outcomes, in contrast to negative ones, increase
the probability that past decisions will be evaluated as good ones.
Moreover, managers in general see outcome value as the most
important criterion of decision quality.

The AER is the place where learners confront different percep-
tions of the same data. Accepting other people’s perceptions de-
pends, of course, on the relative expertise and authority of the
learners, the event reviewer, and the other participants in the AER
session (Ellis & Kruglanski, 1992). However, although there is no
guarantee that learners will yield to other people’s views, it can be
argued that they will, at least, have to relate to them and even to
reelaborate this information before they reject it. In sum, one may
say that AERs enable learners to cross-validate the information
they hold before changing or correcting their mental models.

Feedback

Finally, feedback is an important by-product of the debriefing
process. Feedback is defined as information with which a learner
can confirm, add to, overwrite, tune, or restructure information in
memory, whether that information is domain knowledge, metacog-
nitive knowledge, beliefs about self and task, or cognitive tactics
and strategies (Alexander, Schallert, & Hare, 1991). The main
advantage of feedback that is received in AERs is that it concen-
trates not only on performance outcomes but also, and especially,
on the process of task performance, that is, not only on the global
outcome (overall success or failure) but also on local outcomes
(particular aspects or parts of task performance). Various types of
cognitive feedback focusing on different aspects of task perfor-
mance have been suggested as mechanisms of learning improve-
ments. For example, Balzer, Doherty, and O’Connor (1989) sug-
gested the concepts of task validity, cognitive validity, and
functional validity feedback. Thus, task validity feedback, for
instance, might bring the learner’s attention to the relationship
between the presence and use of a compass and the probability of
successful navigating performance. Cognitive validity feedback
might suggest to the learner the use of the compass to plan his or
her navigation route. Functional validity feedback might help
learners to understand the gap between their estimates of their
achievements and their actual performance. It should be noted,
however, that in contrast to feedback, AER is an organizational
procedure aimed at helping individuals and groups to gather and
analyze data that will ultimately improve their performance. One
may say that AER is a kind of guided self-explanation. Feedback,
in contrast, is generally provided by an external authority and
conveys already elaborated information to the learner. In a review
of 19 published studies, Webb (1989) showed that giving elaborate
explanations yielded more and stronger correlations with individ-
ual achievements than did receiving elaborate explanations.

Mental Models and Learning From Experience

The role of information processing in learning from experience
has been emphasized by many researchers. Huber (1991), for
example, defined learning as information processing that leads to
behavioral change. Others, like Friedlander (1983), even consid-
ered information processing as the dependent variable of the
learning process. Friedlander argued that learning results in new
and significant insights and awareness or a change in one’s cog-
nitive maps. In the present article, we use behavioral changes
(performance improvement) as indicators of learning, but we an-
alyze learners’ mental models to get a better understanding of the
cognitive determinants of these behavioral changes.

The concept of mental models has received increasing attention
in the organizational literature over the last decade (Klimoski &
Mohammed, 1994; Laukkanen, 1994; Walsh, Henderson, & De-
lighton, 1988). It covers a wide range of similar concepts repre-
senting different types of knowledge structures, for example, cog-
nitive maps (Axelrod, 1976; Neisser, 1976; Weick & Bougon,
1986), belief structures (Fiske & Taylor, 1991), production rules
(Anderson, 1983; Ohlsson, 1996), mental models (Senge & Ster-
man, 1991), theories in use (Argyris & Schon, 1978), schemas
(Neisser, 1976; Rumelhart, 1984), categories (Higgins & Lurie,
1983), and scripts (Abelson, 1976).
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The creation of any kind of mental model starts with a hypoth-
esis one generates and proceeds with testing of the hypothesis
against available evidence to determine the confidence one has in
it (Kruglanski, 1989, 1991). Individuals tend to generate new
hypotheses after facing unexpected problems, when acts are frus-
trated, when there is an unexpected failure or a disruption, or when
there is a significant difference between expectations and reality
(Pyszczynski & Greenberg, 1987). However, people may also test
hypotheses suggested by others or spontaneously generate hypoth-
eses to learn about their social (or organizational) environment
(Trope & Liberman, 1996).

People use the various types of mental models to filter out
inconsistent or incongruent information to attend to particular
aspects of their experience (Kiesler & Sproull, 1982; Weick &
Bougon, 1986). Mental models not only give meaning to the social
environment but also function as a frame of reference for action
and interpretation of the world (Gioia & Manz, 1985; Gioia &
Poole, 1984). Research studies in organizations have demonstrated
the value of eliciting mental models to understanding managerial
behavior (Huff, 1990; Senge & Sterman, 1991; Starbuck & Mil-
liken, 1988), to responding to organizational disasters (Kiesler &
Sproull, 1982), and to diagnosing organizations (Bougon, Weick,
& Binkhorst, 1977).

Rabkin (1995) argued that in almost any domain of business
where people learn to build new products or use new process
technology, they first of all try to notice the new, relevant variables
and then integrate them into a model that can help guide behavior.
Furthermore, as noted above, the richness of individuals’ mental
models reflects their mode of information processing (Chanowitz
& Langer, 1980; Louis & Sutton, 1991). Whereas noticing new
variables during the automatic processing mode is very unlikely, in
the conscious mode, people invest time and effort to deepen their
understanding of the problems they are facing. Bartunek, Gordon,
and Weathersby (1983) described cognitive complexity according
to the number of constructs embedded in the knowledge structures
and according to the way in which they are connected. The
complexity or extensiveness of a mental model reflects the depth
and breadth of knowledge or expertise that it represents (Evans,
1988). Previous research has suggested that experts hold more
detailed mental models (Murphy & Wright, 1984; Tanaka &
Taylor, 1991). Furthermore, Carley (1997) found that members of
successful groups tend to use more concepts and have larger
cognitive maps (more constructs) than do members of nonsuccess-
ful groups. In addition, Neisser (1976) showed how having com-
plex knowledge structures to identify subtle differences among
various environmental stimuli helps navigators to perform better.

If mental models guide people’s behavior or responses to vari-
ous social stimuli, learning may be defined as the process of
formulating and updating mental models. That is, learning is the
process of noticing new variables that are relevant to explaining
and predicting various social phenomena or, in other words, the
process of hypothesis generation and validation.

Drawing Lessons From Failed Versus Successful Events

Failed and successful events constitute two databases from
which individuals can make inferences to advance the generation
of new propositions or draw evidence to confirm/refute old or new
ones. Naturally, the two databases differ according to the relative

number of erroneous, as opposed to correct, actions within each
event. The failed events include more errors (and even more
serious errors) than do the successful events.

Errors are usually detected by comparing actual with expected
outcomes (Allwood, 1984; Miller, Galanter, & Pribram, 1960). In
other words, errors are conceived as deviations from the right
solution of a problem, requiring a change in one’s mental model
that is supposed to lead to a solution. Explicit feedback is a major
tool that individuals use for interpreting their performance as right
or wrong. When explicit feedback is not available, performers can
detect errors by comparing their actual performance against an
internal representation of the intended action, that is, their prior
plans or mental models (Adams, 1971; Ohlsson, 1996; Schmidt,
1975). It was recently found that using errors in training helps to
develop good operative mental models as long as the errors do not
create negative emotional effects (Heimbeck et al., 2003). Errors
enlighten areas of misunderstandings and thus trigger learners to
develop thoughtful strategies to learn and enhance mental models
(Lord & Levy, 1994).

In contrast to failures, drawing lessons from successful actions
is much more difficult for two reasons. First, whereas propositions
(more specifically, mental models or behavioral rules) can be
refuted by errors (Popper, as cited in Berkson & Wettersten, 1984;
Kruglanski, 1980, 1989; Ohlsson, 1996), there is as yet no ac-
cepted analysis of how successful actions can contribute to refresh-
ing or enriching existing mental models. In other words, whereas
deciphering failures may ultimately change or improve mental
models, successes can just increase one’s confidence in the old
ones (Sitkin, 1992). Second, the gaps between the original plan
(mental model, rule) and performance, which are the basis of
learning from failure, do not exist in successes. This is the basic
reason it is so difficult to analyze successful events. Therefore, if
learners still want to improve their performance, they must focus
on the internal logic of their plans (prior mental models) and on the
potential misfits between the existing mental model and the con-
ditions under which performance was executed. Thus, by concen-
trating on the central decision-making points of the relevant per-
formance and by systematic generation of if–then optional
propositions, individuals can improve their mental models and
future performance. While reviewing their successes, individuals
may also be surprised to find that their outcomes have been
accomplished accidentally and as a result will revise their mental
model and change their behavior. Furthermore, successful events
are not always errorless. Careful review of successful events may
reveal information that is high in value.

The Motivational Dimensions of Learning From
Experience

The process of learning from experience is not independent of
motivational influences. Whereas cognitive processes have to do
with how individuals formulate hypotheses regarding their social
environment and how they determine their confidence in the
hypotheses generated, motivation to acquire knowledge has to do
with the intensity and duration of the knowledge acquisition pro-
cesses, or in other words, with the braking or starting mechanisms
of the knowledge acquisition sequence.

Kruglanski (1989, 1991) argued that individuals activate the
cognitive process of knowledge acquisition according to their level
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of need for closure, that is, their desire for a clear, firm, or
unambiguous answer to a question. The higher the perceived
benefits of closure (e.g., meeting an important deadline, removing
the necessity for further information processing), the more inten-
sive will be the acts taken to attain closure. Conversely, a desire for
judgmental noncommitment elicits avoidance of closure. Individ-
uals who doubt the validity of their own knowledge because of the
prospective high cost of a mistaken judgment will prefer to refrain
from making high-commitment decisions.

Failures might evoke high fear of invalidity in individuals with
experience of previous closure that proved to be inadequate
(Freund, Kruglanski, & Schpitzajzen, 1985). Individuals who feel
that the knowledge structure on which they based a failing perfor-
mance was flawed might want to improve their knowledge so as to
improve their performance (Kruglanski & Klar, 1987; Weiner,
1985). More specifically, if learners genuinely wish to improve
their performance, they will increase their epistemic activity so as
to revise their mental models (Hastie, 1984; Lau & Russell, 1980;
Wong & Weiner, 1981), halting it as soon as they have to utilize
the revised knowledge. In other words, the sooner the next expe-
rience, the higher the need to attain cognitive closure.

In contrast to failures, successes do not create an urgent need for
information gathering or hypothesis generation. Because successes
generally confirm prior expectancies (Weiner, 1985, 2000) and
increase confidence in old routines (Weick, 1984), they generally
reduce the cost of remaining in closure and tend to discourage any
cognitive activity designed to invoke immediate change. Accord-
ing to Sitkin (1992), successful outcomes tend to restrict search,
reduce attention, and increase complacency and risk aversion.
Successful events provide a stable basis for future activity (Weick,
1984) and encourage people to develop expectations that these
outcomes will be repeated (Herriot, Chalmers, & Wingrove, 1985;
Sitkin, 1992; Weick, Sutcliffe, & Obstfeld, 1999).

Thus, if we want successful learners to draw lessons from their
successes, we must induce them to do so. Because events are
comprised of many acts, and as noted above, sometimes there is a
lot to improve even in events that have been defined as successful,
we may take measures (asking questions) to intensify attributional
activity that would not have otherwise taken place (Enzle &
Schopflocher, 1978). By attracting learners’ attention not only to
obvious failed aspects of their activity but also to successful
activities or decisions, it is possible to intensify their epistemic
activity, trigger their motivation to revise their knowledge struc-
tures, and ultimately improve their performance. In the organiza-
tional context, a formal AER may constitute an effective tool to
help relatively successful learners to use valuable information that
otherwise would be ignored, to enrich their mental models, and
improve their performance. More specifically, though mental mod-
els of failed events are basically richer than those of successful
events, it is expected that, under reviews of successful experience,
this advantage will diminish. It is also expected that eliciting
learners’ mental models might give some indication of the differ-
ent ways learners analyze failed as opposed to successful events.

The Study

Assuming different motivations to rethink failures and suc-
cesses, we also created an experimental opportunity for learners to
contemplate success, in an effort to examine the relative contribu-

tion of successes and failures to learning from experience. Soldiers
from two companies of the Israel Defense Forces (IDF) taking a
ground navigation course participated in the study. Because the
army rejected the possibility of having experimental conditions of
“AER focused only on success” or “no AER,” one group learned
by drawing lessons from failures, whereas the second group
learned from failures as well as from successes. Thus, soldiers in
one company were not encouraged to analyze successful experi-
ences during the event reviews conducted after each navigation
exercise, whereas soldiers of the second company were debriefed
systematically on successful experiences as well as on failed
experiences.

We expected that deliberate and systematic review of successful
experience might be an effective substitute for the initial motiva-
tion to draw lessons from failed experience only and would also
channel learners’ epistemic activity toward the search for infor-
mation that is not usually detected by reviewing failed events.
Therefore, even though learners are motivated to ask more “why”
questions and to search for more information after failed events
(Hastie, 1984; Wong & Weiner, 1981), forcing them to also
contemplate their successes might make their mental models even
richer than those of learners who try to learn from their failures
only. The failure-focused review might equalize the richness of the
maps of the two groups on the failed aspects of their navigation
assignments, whereas the debriefing of the successful aspects of
the navigation assignments will add more constructs that cannot be
generated by failure-focused AERs. Finally, under the assumption
that richness of mental models is positively correlated with per-
formance (Carley, 1997; Evans, 1988; Neisser, 1976), we expected
more performance improvement after AERs of successful and
failed events than after AERs of failed events only.

It should be emphasized that the participants were soldiers in an
elite military unit who were aware of the high importance of
navigation training and knew that failure in the final navigation
exam might lead to their dismissal from the unit. In other words,
they were genuinely motivated to learn. Because such individuals
are less inclined to accountability biases and do not tend to
attribute their failures to situational or ad hoc causes (weather or
ground conditions as opposed to knowledge or planning), we
expected that they would try to acquire information that could
make a valuable and complementary contribution to their current
knowledge. We made the following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1: Mental models of failed events are richer than
those of successful events.

Hypothesis 2: Mental models of learners after reviews of
failed and successful events are richer than mental models of
learners after reviews of failed events only.

Hypothesis 3: Performance improvement is greater when
reviews are concentrated on both successful and failed expe-
rience than when they are concentrated on failed experience
only.

Method

Overview

The study was conducted at the training base of an elite unit of the IDF,
the spectacular achievements of which have traditionally been attributed to,
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among other things, the hallowed institution of intense and rigorous AERs
(Marinko, 1991; see also Lipshitz & Popper, 2000).

From direct observations and many informal talks with commanders and
training personnel, we realized that the AERs conducted during the basic
training courses of this unit (where soldiers are supposed to adopt a
stringent event-reviews culture) were usually unbalanced; soldiers were
practically encouraged to analyze failed events but not successful ones.
Thus, we decided to conduct a field study comparing the traditional method
of failure-focused after-event reviews (FAERs) to a new method that
strikes a more even balance between reviews of failed and those of
successful events, that is, failure- and success-focused after-event reviews
(FSAERs). As previously noted, the army rejected the possibility of having
an experimental condition of success-focused after-action reviews.

The participants in the study were 98 male soldiers, aged 18–20 years.
The soldiers were in the middle of their basic field training and, more
importantly, were about to finish the 1st week of their navigation course.
The navigation course was selected for the present study for several
reasons: (a) Navigation is a repetitive task (across different sites and
times); (b) each navigation exercise is routinely reviewed by soldiers and
their supervising commanding officers; and (c) AERs, as previously noted,
usually focus on questions relating to failures (e.g., “What went wrong?”
or “Why did not you succeed in reaching the specified coordinates?”).

All soldiers in the two companies of this elite unit participated in the
study. We were not allowed to assign soldiers individually to the experi-
mental conditions, so we assigned one entire company to each and at-
tempted to ensure equalization of the two conditions except for the exper-
imental manipulation. In such quasi-experimental designs, which are very
common in educational and social research (Campbell & Stanley, 1966),
the groups are naturally assembled collectives such as classrooms, com-
panies, or teams, as similar as availability permits but yet not so similar that
one can dispense with a pretest. The two companies that participated in the
present study were similar in three respects: (a) All soldiers were of high
quality and were randomly assigned to the two companies at the beginning
of their military service; (b) they went through precisely the same training
schedule; and (c) they were exposed to the same event-reviews culture and
military education.

The study was carried out in three stages, corresponding to the three
stages of the training program schedule. In the first stage (the 1st week of
the navigation training camp), the two companies took classes in various
topics of ground navigation and had three preliminary navigation exercises.
At the end of the first stage, one company was assigned to the traditional
FAER experimental condition and the second to the FSAER condition. In
the second stage (2nd training week), both companies had four navigation
exercises. In the third stage (the 3rd week), both groups were assigned to
the FSAER experimental condition. This allowed us to test the effect of the
new review method twice and to cross-validate its effect. Two navigation
exercises were included in the training program of the third stage. The level
of difficulty of the exercises increased gradually throughout the navigation
training course.

Procedure

In the first and second stages of the experiment, the two companies had
the same training program, stayed in the same training camp, used the same
training facilities, and performed similar assignments in the same naviga-
tion area—but 1 week apart. In To prevent spillover of information from
one company to the other, Company B (the FSAER experimental group)
arrived at the navigation training camp after Company A (the FAER
experimental group) had already left. The two groups took the third stage
of the navigation training at the same time, 2 months later. In the third
stage, they were located in separate training areas with differing topograph-
ical characteristics and were given completely different assignments. To
prevent exposure of the real objective of the study, the soldiers and their
direct commanders were told that they were going to participate in a study
on soldiers’ learning skills.

Navigation exercises. The navigation exercise consisted of two parts.
First, each soldier had to study the route and learn it by heart, so as to be
able to arrive at five or so points along the way. In the second part, which
took several hours, each soldier had to individually traverse the route,
trying to reach each point as quickly as possible without using a map. As
noted, in the first stage of the experiment, soldiers had three preliminary
navigation exercises (three navigation days); in the second stage, they had
four navigation exercises (four navigation days), and in the third stage, they
had two navigation exercises (two navigation days). It should be noted that
on each navigation day it was possible for soldiers to experience several
events that could be failed, successful, or both.

Manipulating the independent variable. At the beginning of the 2nd
training week, the supervising commanders of Company B started to
debrief the soldiers about their failed and successful experiences. The
soldiers of Company A, in contrast, continued to be debriefed according to
the traditional after-event method—the FAER. It should be noted that, in
each group, three supervising commanders conducted the AERs. These
commanders had at least 8 years of experience with AERs (5 years as
soldiers and at least 3 years as commanders). All soldiers completed a
personal (one-on-one) AER with one of the commanders after each navi-
gation exercise. About 15 min were allocated to debriefing each soldier at
the end of each navigation exercise. To ensure that the AERs were
performed according to the assigned method and to prevent experimental
bias, Inbar Davidi observed all reviews of both experimental groups and
measured the time devoted for each.

In the FSAER group, the soldiers were first asked to identify the positive
and negative aspects of the navigation exercise. Then, while they were
being debriefed about each part of the route, they were asked about the
decisions that led to successful performance as well as those that led to
failure. Finally, at the end of the event review, the soldiers were asked to
note three aspects of the navigation exercise that needed improvement or
that should be retained unaltered. In the FAER group, the commanders
focused, as usual, on the failures. At the beginning of the debriefing
session, the soldiers were asked about the problems they encountered
during the navigation exercise. Then, during the detailed debriefing, they
were asked about failures or problems that emerged along the route. There
was no debriefing on the successful parts of the exercise. At the end of the
event review, the soldiers were asked to note three points that needed
improvement. It should be noted that it was not possible to fully structure
the AERs. For example, a successful assignment for one soldier could be
a failed one for another and vice versa. All the supervisors were aware of
the major decision-making points along each of the navigation routes, so
they were able to focus the debriefing on them if necessary.

Senior command of the military unit ascribed great importance to the
implementation of AERs as an organizational routine, and commanding
officers were expected to devote time and effort to them as an educational
tool. Supervisors of the FSAER group had no greater motivation to work
harder than did supervisors of the FAER group, and as was found later,
there was (a) no significant difference, across navigation exercises, be-
tween the two companies in the mean time spent on event reviews, MA �
13.91, MB � 14.62, F(1, 68) � 1.25, p � .26, �2 � .018; (b) no significant
difference between the three AERs, M1 � 14.45, M2 � 14.00, M3 � 14.27,
F(2, 136) � 0.41, p � .66, �2 � .006; and (c) no significant interaction of
type of AER by time of AER, F(2, 136) � 0.66, p � .51, �2 � .001.

Preparation workshop for supervisors. Four days before the beginning
of the second stage of the experiment (the soldiers’ 2nd week of navigation
training), the commanding officers of both companies, all of whom were
well versed in the army’s routine procedures for debriefing, participated in
one of two training workshops set up as part of the experimental design.
One workshop stressed the importance of drawing lessons from successes
as well as from failures (the innovative approach), and the other repeated
the standard approach of learning from failures only. Before the beginning
of the third stage of the experiment (the soldiers’ 3rd week of training), the
group of commanding officers who had participated in the workshop that
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had repeated the standard approach (learning from failed events only)
underwent the innovative workshop, which emphasized the importance of
learning lessons from successes as well. Commanding officers who had
already done the innovative workshop did not do it again; they performed
regular duties at this time.

The two workshops were presented as purporting to improve command-
ing officers’ debriefing capabilities, but they differed in content. The
training sessions of the innovative workshop started with a simulation
game that exemplified the need to reconstruct the successful event so as to
be able to replicate the successful results. Participants discussed the im-
portance of reviewing successes and learning from them. They generated
ideas on how to debrief after successful events and what questions to ask.
The workshop ended with precise instructions on how to debrief soldiers
during the next navigation-training week. The workshop repeating the
standard approach was conducted simply to prevent experimental bias due
to mutual suspicion of the two groups. The leader of this workshop
discussed with participants the importance of learning from experience and
how to cover the problematic aspects of a failed event and refreshed their
memories on the standard procedures for debriefing after a navigation
exercise. It should be noted that none of the commanding officers who
participated in the FSAER workshop expressed any objection to the pro-
cedural change of the AER. On the contrary, after they were instructed on
how to implement it, they welcomed the change.

Interviews for drawing cognitive cause maps. To minimize experimen-
tal biases, the data needed for the preparation of the cognitive cause maps
of successes and failures were gathered in structured interviews. Ten
soldiers randomly selected from each group were invited for personal
interviews three times during the navigation training: before the manipu-
lation (about 2 hr after the AER at the end of last navigation exercise of the
last training session of the 1st training week) and 2 hr after the AERs of the
last training session of the 2nd and 3rd training weeks. In these interviews,
the soldiers were asked to select two navigation assignments of the training
week they had just completed, one considered a success and the other a
failure. The interviewer then asked them to describe each of the events in
as much detail as possible and to list all the reasons for their success or
failure. Each interview lasted about 90 min. To reduce random error and to
avoid various biases, probe questions were prepared in advance, and
identical procedures were adopted for the order of the questions and for
wrapping up the interviews (for all interviewees).

Finally, the two companies were thoroughly debriefed at the end of the
second stage of their navigation training. At this time, the true aims of the
study were revealed, and potential applications were presented.

Measures

Performance. To evaluate soldiers’ performance in the navigation
training, the present study used the three measures that were routinely used
by the unit’s commanding officers: (a) number of specified points along the
route that were accurately reached, (b) time to complete the task (naviga-
tion pace), and (c) number of times trainees needed to consult the map.
Each navigation exercise during the two stages of training was evaluated
according to these three dimensions. A weighted average of the three
measures (45%, 45%, and 10%, respectively) comprised the final score for
each soldier for each navigation exercise. It should be noted that soldiers
very rarely open maps during navigation. In fact, almost all the soldiers
obtained the maximum score for the third criterion.

Cognitive cause maps. To reflect learners’ mental models of their
successes or failures, we used cognitive cause maps, a pictorial device,
consisting of nodes connected by arrows (Weick & Bougon, 1986). The
nodes represent constructs (either causes or outcomes) that are enacted or
defined by individuals with respect to a particular event, phenomenon, or
domain of interest. The arrows represent the subjects’ beliefs about the
causal relationships among a particular group of constructs. A construct
may have a direct or indirect causal link with other constructs. Thus, the

cognitive cause map may show not only direct causal relations between
constructs but also mediation effects of some constructs on others.

The interviewees’ cognitive cause maps yielded two quantitative mea-
sures of mental model richness: number of constructs (causes) within each
individual map and number of causal links in each map (and the actual
constructs contained in the map).

Six soldiers were unable to report any failed events for the first and third
measurements, and 3 soldiers dropped out of the course during the third
stage of the navigation course, so there were nine missing observations.
Thus, the total number of cognitive maps was 111, out of a possible 120.
The first step in drawing the maps was to carefully convert the interview-
ees’ natural language into standard content categories to enable compari-
son, on the basis of the raw constructs (causes or outcomes) described by
each subject in his own language and the expressions reflecting the causal
links among the constructs, as recorded in the interviewer’s notes. The two
researchers judged each of the constructs of the 111 cause maps. The maps
of 2 subjects (1 from each of the two groups) were used by the two judges
as a basis for determining the various content categories. There was no
need to alter this basic list of categories later. Then, the construct lists of
the 20 soldiers who participated in this part of the study were shuffled.
Each judge assigned each of the constructs extracted from the failed and
success scripts of the 20 soldiers (766 constructs in total) to one or another
of the 16 content categories. The list of the content categories and examples
of expressions reflecting them appear in Table 1. The interrater reliability
coefficient (according to Tinsley & Weiss, 1975) was high (0.96), due to
the fact that most of the soldiers used many of the same expressions
repeatedly across the three measures. Table 2 displays the number of times
each content category appeared in each of the 12 experimental conditions.
In the few cases of disagreement, consensus was reached after a short
discussion. At this point, the two judges returned to the protocols and
determined the cause–effect relationships of each of the constructs. This
task was quite simple, as each construct was phrased as a cause or an effect
for example, “I selected the wrong route because I did not have enough
time to study yesterday” (therefore, learning time3 performance) or “I did
not find all the points along the route because I did not feel well”
(therefore, feelings 3 performance), and so on.

To facilitate comprehension of the data pattern in each of the two
experimental groups, group maps were constructed that reflected both the
structure and content of the individual maps. Regarding structure, we
characterized the general structure of each individual map in terms of
number of direct or indirect cause–effect relations and number of indegrees
and outdegrees of each cause and effect. We tried to ensure that the group
maps would reflect the average scores of each of these characteristics.
Direct cause–effect relations are links between constructs that are not
mediated by any other construct. For example, in Figure 1 (FAER group),
studying has a direct link to failure (studying3 failure). Indirect links are
links between constructs that are mediated by other constructs. In the same
table, it is shown that studying also has indirect relations with failure
(studying3 performance3 failure). Indegrees are the paths leading from
all the constructs to a particular construct. For example, failure in Figure 1
(FAER group) has 4 indegrees. Outdegrees are the paths leading from a
particular construct to other constructs. For example, in Figure 1 (FAER
group) studying has 2 outdegrees (see Bougon et al., 1977). Regarding
content, according to Laukkanen (1994), a group map is actually the
intersection of all the individual maps on which it is based. In other words,
the group map contains all the causal links that appear in all the individual
maps. Because complete overlap of all the individual maps is practically
impossible, and for the group maps to be meaningful, we decided to
include in them only those causal links that appeared in at least three of the
individual maps; thus, we omitted any links that appeared in fewer than
three individual maps. When the number of links that appeared three times
did not match the average number of causes mentioned by the particular
group, causal links that appeared only twice were added to the map as well.
These links are represented in the figures by dotted lines. For example, the
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average number of causal links of the FAER group in the second measure-
ment was seven, but only six links appeared three or more times. Therefore,
the links between planning and failure, feeling and performance, and
weather and performance were also included (see Figure 1). In the statis-
tical analysis, these links were counted only twice. Finally, in some cases,
the content analysis created incongruence between the structure of the
group map and the individual maps. For example, we had individual maps
containing two or three performance nodes that were included in one
category following the content analysis. Because we wanted the group map
to reflect the structure of the original individual maps, it contained more
than one node from the same category (e.g., performance); that is, two or
more nodes in such a map carried the same name (performance 3
performance).

Results

Performance of Navigation Exercises

Not all the soldiers completed the full set of navigation exer-
cises; 76 performance scores were available for inclusion in the
statistical analysis. Table 3 shows performance scores for the three

navigation exercises held during the 2nd training week (the second
stage of the study, after the new method of event reviews had been
presented to Company B, the FSAER group).

Performance data of the FSAER and FAER groups from the
third stage could not be meaningfully compared because of the
different training areas and assignments. Therefore, only the mea-
surements taken during the second stage were included in the
statistical analysis of the performance data. The three before-
treatment measures (taken during the 1st training week) were
averaged and used as a covariate. As the AER manipulation could
not affect the performance scores of the first navigation of the 2nd
training week (the AER took place at the end of the navigation
day), we added it to the three measures of the 1st week. The mean
score of these four measures was used as a covariate. A 2
(between-groups [FSAER vs. FAER]) � 3 (within-group [three
measurements from the second stage]) analysis of covariance and
trend analysis were performed. The analysis of covariance yielded
a significant linear training effect, F(2, 74) � 7.74, p � .007, �2 �
.095, which means that soldiers in both groups made significant
progress during the 2nd navigation training week. No main effect
of group was found. The research hypothesis regarding perfor-
mance (Hypothesis 3) predicted that the progress of the FSAER
group in the 2nd training week would be greater than that of the
FAER group. The significant linear Training � Group interaction
on the performance data, yielded by trend analysis, confirmed this
hypothesis, F(1, 74) � 3.795, p � .05, �2 � .049. More specifi-
cally, the linear trend of the performance scores of the FSAER
group in the 2nd training week was significantly stronger than that
of the FAER group. The fact that the navigation assignments
became more difficult from day to day made these results even
more impressive.

Analysis of the Cognitive Cause Maps

Table 4 presents the mean number of nodes in the maps of the
subjects within each of the 12 experimental conditions, and Table
5 displays the number of links. Because the starting number of
observations in each experimental condition was only 10, and
because of the missing observations, we used nonparametric tests
to analyze the data presented in Tables 4 and 5. We used the
Friedman analysis of variance by ranks. Kendall’s statistic (W),
the coefficient of concordance, was used to represent effect size.
The coefficient W is closely related to the average rs among m
rank orders (see Hays, 1988).

To test the first hypothesis, namely, that mental models of failed
events are basically richer than those of successful events, we used
the data from the first measurement (taken before the experimental
manipulation) to make a comparison within each of the two groups
(FSAER and FAER) between the number of nodes and links in the
cause map of failed events and successful events. In both groups,
the Friedman tests yielded significant results, demonstrating that
the cause maps of the failed events, as expected according to
Hypothesis 1, were richer in nodes and links than were those of the
successful events (FSAER: Fr(1) � 8.0, p �. 01, W � 1.00, and
Fr(1) � 8.0, p � .01, W � 1.00; FAER: Fr(1) � 5.44, p � .05, W �
.60, and Fr(1) � 5.44, p � .05, W � .60).

Table 1
Content Categories of Causal Explanations of Failed and
Successful Navigation Events

Category Examples

Planning 1. I selected a wrong route . . .
2. My plan was based on using the most salient point

along the navigation route.
Studying 1. I changed the learning method of the navigation route

details.
2. My learning method suited the topographical

conditions.
Feelings 1. I had a feeling of low self-confidence.

2. I felt like I was not sure that . . .
Weather 1. The day was foggy . . .

2. It was a full-moon night.
Ground

conditions
1. The area was quite easy to navigate . . .
2. It was a mountainous area . . .

Navigation
conditions

1. We were ordered to navigate without a compass . . .
2. It was my first experience of navigating alone . . .

Performance 1. I tried to take a shortcut . . .
2. I missed an important curve . . .

Navigation
facilities

1. I had to open a map.
2. I did not use the compass at that point . . .

Experience 1. I used my experience from the previous navigation
day.

2. I was already familiar with the area . . .
Physical

conditions
1. I was very tired . . .
2. I hurt my leg.

Motivation 1. It was very important to us to find the ordinate.
2. I tried hard to be on time.

Pace 1. I proceeded very slowly.
2. I increased the walking pace . . .

Knowledge 1. I knew this route very well.
2. I had no knowledge of how to solve this problem.

Luck 1. I found 2 ordinates by chance . . .
2. It was just luck that I took this direction . . .

Learning
time

1. I invested a lot of time in learning the route.
2. I did not ascribe importance to this issue and did not

spend much time on studying it.
Ability 1. I am an expert.

2. I have excellent spatial ability . . .
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Tables 4 and 5 also reveal, in accordance with our second
hypothesis, that only in the FSAER group were significant differ-
ences found between the first and second measurements of the
complexity of the cause maps of successful events, Fr(1) � 9.00,
p � .01, W � .90, and Fr(1) � 9.0, p � .01, W � .90, respectively.
Significant differences in the number of nodes and links were also
found between the second and the third measurements, Fr(1) � 4.5,
p � .05, W � .50, and Fr(1) � 5.44, p � .05, W � .60,
respectively, which means that the cause maps of the FSAER
group continued to improve with time. No significant differences
between the first and second measurements were found in the

FAER group. As the FAER group was also exposed to the manip-
ulation after the second measurement, the cause maps of soldiers
of that group were also expected to be enriched. In actuality, a
significant increase occurred only in the number of links, Fr(1) �
7.00, p � .01, W � .78; the difference in the number of nodes was
not significant at the traditional value of .05, Fr(1) � 3.57, p �
.058, W � .39. In the third measurement, the FSAER group
actually showed significantly more nodes and links in their cause
maps of successful events than in their cause maps of failed events,
Fr(1) � 4.5, p � .034, W � .56, and Fr(1) � 4.5, p � .034, W �
.56, respectively.

Table 2
Frequency of Constructs Within Each Content Categorya

Measurement

1st 2nd 3rd

FSAER FAER FSAER FAER FSAER FAER

S F S F S F S F S F S F

Performance 13 16 7 25 14 32 10 31 15 20 24 31
Studying 3 7 4 8 8 10 7 12 9 6
Feeling 7 7 6 11 7 9 3 4 3
Planning 3 5 5 5 4 4 3 7 5
Topographical conditions 3 5 4 5 3 4 6 3 4
Experience 5 5 6 4 5 7
Studying time 4 4 4 3
Knowledge 4 3 5 7
Navigation conditions 8 3 3 4 3 3
Physical conditions 4 3 3
Weather 3 4
Navigation facilities 3 4
Time 5
Pace 3
Motivation 5

Note. FSAER � failure-focused and success-focused after-event review; FAER � failure-focused after-event
review; S � successful navigation; F � failed navigation.
a Frequency of at least three constructs.

Figure 1. Cause maps pattern of failed navigation: first measurement. FAER � failure-focused after-event
review; FSAER � failure- and success-focused after-event review.
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Qualitative Analysis of the Cause Maps

The final 12 group maps representing the “mental model pat-
tern” of the subjects within each of the experimental conditions are
presented in the figures. These group maps were drawn for qual-
itative analysis only and not for any kind of statistical analysis. The
statistical analysis was performed on the individual maps as de-
scribed above.

Qualitative analysis of the data corroborated the findings of the
quantitative analyses. More specifically, as expected, the cause
maps of failed events of the first measurement were richer than
those of successful events (see Tables 4 and 5 and Figures 1 and
2). Their nodes were more numerous and varied, and they had a
greater number of direct and indirect causal links.

Figure 3 and Figure 4 describe the second measurement (taken
at the end of the first stage of the navigation course). They
demonstrate that although there were still substantial differences
between the success and failure cause maps of both groups, the
cause maps of the two groups were already clearly different from
each other. The maps of the FSAER group contained more nodes
and more causal links (especially indirect ones) between the var-
ious causes and the successful outcome. Also, note that the new
categories in the success maps were associated with three basic
elements affecting the learners’ mental models: planning, experi-
ence, studying (as opposed to situational explanations such as
performance and feeling). Furthermore, the path structure shows
that subjects were looking for root causes reflecting issues of

planning and studying. As shown in Figure 3, this picture was not
so clear for the FAER group.

The cause maps of the failed events revealed a similar pattern.
The maps of the FSAER group showed a clearer path structure
than did those of the FAER group; the majority of the root causes
related, as expected, to the building blocks of their mental models
(planning, learning time, and studying) rather than to performance
or feeling.

Figure 5 and Figure 6 depict the cause maps of the two groups
after both had been exposed to the innovative training method.
They demonstrate the progress made by both the FSAER and
FAER groups. The success maps of both groups were quite com-
plex and included causes for successful events, such as planning
and experience, as well as situational causes. Furthermore, for both
groups, the successful event maps were richer and more complex
than were the maps of failed events.

It should be noted that differences between the mental models of
successes and failures were relatively small and nonsignificant in
the first two measurements of the FSAER group. By contrast, in
the FAER group, there were more constructs in the failure maps in
the two first measurements, but the gap decreased in the third
measurement, after this group had also been exposed to the
manipulation.

It is interesting that the FAER group’s cause maps of failed
events became quite similar to those of the successful events,
demonstrating the impact of contemplating failed events as well. In
sum, the qualitative analyses corroborated the quantitative results.

Discussion

Our main thesis in the present study was that lessons might be
learned not only from failed events but also from successful ones.
Though both are valuable, learning from failed experience and
learning from successful experience differ in two respects: (a)
Whereas failures motivate epistemic processes like hypothesis
generation and information gathering, successes tend to halt this
process; and (b) the identification of flaws in learners’ mental
models might be easier in learning from failed events than in
learning from successful events. In our field study, we created an
experimental opportunity for learners to systematically contem-
plate their successes as well as their failures. We argued that
debriefing of successful events would elicit more systematic think-

Table 4
Means and Standard Deviations of Number of Constructs in the Cause Maps of Failed and
Successful Events

Measurement

FSAER group FAER group

Failed
event

Successful
event

Failed
event

Successful
event

M SD M SD M SD M SD

Before treatment 7.12 1.80 4.20 1.31 6.78 1.20 3.80 1.68
After 1st week 9.20 2.44 7.30 2.11 6.70 2.02 3.99 1.37
After 2nd week 7.37 1.68 9.11 1.53 6.87 2.74 7.11 2.74

Note. FSAER � failure-focused and success-focused after-event review; FAER � failure-focused after-event
review.

Table 3
Means and Standard Deviations of Performance of Three
Successive Navigation Exercises

Measurement

Kind of AER

FSAER FAER

M SD M SD

1st 46.40 20.06 54.41 28.21
2nd 63.92 19.74 65.66 30.71
3rd 76.42 18.82 71.30 26.06

Note. AER � after-event review; FSAER � failure-focused and success-
focused after-event review; FAER � failure-focused after-event review.
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ing (that would yield richer mental models) and eventually im-
prove performance.

The results supported the hypotheses. First, a significant learn-
ing effect was found across experimental conditions. The level of
difficulty of the experimental tasks (the navigation assignments)
increased steadily from day to day, and subjects’ performance
improved in spite of this inhibiting factor; we may thus conclude
that the learning effect is even stronger than that indicated by the
data. Second, we found that the learners’ performance improve-
ment was even greater in the FSAER group. It should be noted that
the starting point of the two groups was different; that is, the FAER
group performed better in the 1st week of the first stage of the
study. This artifact might have jeopardized the internal validity had
we been looking for significant main effects of groups (FSAER vs.
FAER). However, we neither expected nor found such a signifi-
cant main effect. In addition, because the FSAER group’s starting
point was lower than that of the FAER group, the differences in
improvement between the two groups could be attributed to arti-
facts like regression to the mean or to initial motivational differ-
ences between them. It should be noted that the members of the
FSAER group not only equaled those of the FAER group during
the navigation course but also gained better scores. Because the

two groups worked completely independently and did not com-
municate along the first phase of the course, the motivational
artifact does not hold either.

Analysis of the learners’ mental models provided us the oppor-
tunity to take a deeper look at the process of drawing lessons from
experience and helped us to understand the differential functions
of failure and success in the learning process. The analysis con-
firmed our expectation that people usually tend to generate more
causes for their failures than for their successes. These findings
also corroborate previous findings that people’s information-
seeking responses are oriented toward explanation-relevant infor-
mation when unexpected events occur (Hastie, 1984; Wong &
Weiner, 1981).

In accordance with our expectations, throughout the navigation
course, the FSAER group invested increasingly more systematic
cognitive effort than did the FAER group in investigating their
successes as well as their failures, and their performance continued
to improve. Furthermore, when individuals in the FAER group
were also debriefed on their successes, their mental models
changed accordingly. It seems that encouraging contemplation of
successful events stimulated the learners to generate more hypoth-
eses regarding their performance. In sum, in light of these findings,

Table 5
Means and Standard Deviations of Number of Causal Links in the Cause Maps of Failed and
Successful Events

Measurement

FSAER group FAER group

Failed
event

Successful
event

Failed
event

Successful
event

M SD M SD M SD M SD

Before treatment 8.37 2.92 4.50 1.50 7.11 1.45 3.80 1.68
After 1st week 10.00 2.94 7.70 2.40 7.10 2.28 4.00 1.49
After 2nd week 8.00 2.56 10.22 1.71 9.00 2.44 7.66 2.82

Note. FSAER � failure-focused and success-focused after-event review; FAER � failure-focused after-event
review.

Figure 2. Cause maps pattern of successful navigation: first measurement. FAER � failure-focused after-event
review; FSAER � failure- and success-focused after-event review.
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one may argue that the characteristics of mental models (number
of nodes and links) might mediate the effect of type of AER on
learning from experience. Because we had only a sample of maps
from each experimental condition, we could not test it statistically
in the present study.

The fact that people usually invest more effort in trying to
analyze their behavior after failure was reflected not only in the
greater number of constructs in the maps of the failed events (first
measurement) but also in their structure and kind. In addition,
qualitative differences were also detected. In the first measurement
(before exposure to the experimental manipulation), there were

qualitative differences between maps of failures and maps of
successes. Whereas successful events were explained mainly by
direct causal effects, failed events were associated with more
complicated mental models, that is, models characterized by
longer causal paths and causal explanations relating to the prepa-
ration phase of the navigation exercise (initial mental model). In
the second and third measurements, participants’ mental models of
successful events became increasingly more complex and included
increasingly more causal explanations that did not reflect situa-
tional reasons but instead reflected issues relating to their prior
knowledge and task planning. It has been shown, for example, that

Figure 3. Cause maps pattern of failed navigation: second measurement. FAER � failure-focused after-event
review; FSAER � failure- and success-focused after-event review.

Figure 4. Cause maps pattern of successful navigation: second measurement. FAER � failure-focused
after-event review; FSAER � failure- and success-focused after-event review.
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relative number of constructs reflecting planning, experience, and
studying (as opposed to context explanations such as ground
conditions and feeling) in the success maps versus the failure maps
was higher in the FSAER group than in the FAER group, which
means that when individuals try to draw lessons from successful
experience, they must figure out whether their performance was
consistent with their prior plans and investment.

It should be noted that there are more attributional dimensions
that we can apply to characterize the content of the learners’
knowledge structures to better understand the learning process.
Wong and Weiner (1981) argued that because individuals gener-

ally have better control over their own actions than their physical
or social environment, those who behave adaptively will probably
have causal explanations comprising relatively more internal than
external causes to explain their performance (success or failure).
These people take more responsibility for their performance and
can face the next challenge more adequately. Thus, we can argue
that causal structures of successes will be comprised of relatively
more internal (as opposed to external) causes. Furthermore, under
the assumption that AER is a kind of a guided investigation of past
experience that directs learners to understand the real causes for
their successes or failures, one may expect that, following AER,

Figure 5. Cause maps pattern of failed navigation: third measurement. FAER � failure-focused after-event
review; FSAER � failure- and success-focused after-event review.

Figure 6. Cause maps pattern of successful navigation: third measurement. FAER � failure-focused after-
event review; FSAER � failure- and success-focused after-event review.
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learners’ causal explanations will contain even more internal
causes (as opposed to external causes) than will the causal expla-
nations of learners who did not participate in after-action review.
Finally, we can also argue that a general cause of an outcome is
less informative than a specific cause, or that knowledge of spe-
cific factors that lead to a specific performance are more useful for
guiding behavior in a subsequent performance (Gronhaug & Falk-
enberg, 1998). Therefore, we can argue that causal structures of
successes will be comprised of more specific (as opposed to
general) causes than will causal structures of failures and that, after
AER, learners’ causal explanations will contain even more specific
than general causes. All these important arguments should be
systematically investigated in future research.

Limitations

Although the results generally support our basic thesis that
reviews of successful experience may contribute to the learning
process and thereby promote performance, the study suffered from
several limitations and left us with a number of questions that can
be resolved only in true laboratory experiments.

First, the quasi-experimental setting of our study did not allow
us to examine our basic claim that inducing individuals to think
harder on their previous experience might start a learning process
that ultimately improves their performance. Including a control
group (no AER) in the experimental design, against which we can
test the contribution of AERs in general to learning, may enable us
to test this claim. Second, because the field study was conducted
according to rules dictated by the hosting organization (IDF), we
could not directly test the relative contribution of drawing lessons
from “successes only” (as compared with “failures only” or with
“no AER”) to performance improvement. Third, the findings of the
present study are limited to situations in which learners have
definitively right and wrong answers. It is our belief that the
present findings apply also to judgmental situations as long as
learners receive definitive feedback on their performance or are
able to interpret their performance in terms of success or failure
(Ellis & Kruglanski, 1992). According to Schul (1992), “When
individuals know how they have performed, as when they are
given accurate feedback about their performance, their assessment
of performance is likely to coincide with their actual performance”
(p. 167). Fourth, as previously noted, although our theory strongly
implies that richness of cognitive maps mediates the effect of AER
on performance, our data did not allow us to test this effect
statistically. Finally, one more comment regarding the procedure:
In our study, Inbar Davidi observed all AERs of both the FAER
and the FSAER groups to ensure that the AER was performed
according to the assigned method. Although Inbar Davidi was a
passive observer, the fact that she was familiar with the hypotheses
could have jeopardized the validity of the findings.

Conclusions

In spite of its weaknesses, the study provides some important
indications of how successful events, as opposed to failures, are
processed; the questions of exactly how leaning occurs and how to
conduct the AER to maximize learning effectiveness are still open
and call for further research. The present study constitutes a
complementary contribution to Sitkin’s (1992) suggestion for or-

ganizations to develop a strategy of learning from small losses.
Sitkin (1992) argued that learning from successful outcomes is
hampered by liabilities such as reduced motivation to learn and
adapt, complacent behavior, reduced attention and information
gathering, risk aversion, and tendencies to develop homogeneous
attitudes or behaviors on the basis of successful outcomes. To
prevent organizations from resting on their laurels or developing
learning patterns reflecting failure avoidance, Sitkin called to
encourage learning by experimentation that produces new ideas
leading to organizational renewal and readjustment without invok-
ing harmful frustrations. According to his plan, modest levels of
failure can promote willingness to take risks and foster resilience-
enhancing experimentation.

Although the idea to design an organizational strategy of learn-
ing from carefully planned small losses makes sense and seems
promising, its implementation is neither easy nor risk free, espe-
cially in high-risk/high-reliability organizations. Such organiza-
tions emphasize total elimination of errors and the absence of
trial-and-error learning (Weick, 1987). If such organizations do not
allow for inevitable errors, they limit the degree of trial-and-error
learning that is based on these errors (LaPorte & Consolini, 1991).
If organizations that try to learn must identify events that require
triggering revision of situation assessment and plans or refreshing
their evidence collection and evaluation tactics (Woods, 1988),
asking the right questions about successful experience might suf-
fice. Reliable outcomes can result from stable processes of cogni-
tion directed at varying processes of production that uncover and
correct unwanted consequences (Weick et al., 1999). Mindful
organizational thinking may be stimulated not only by learning
from failed experience but also by consistent elaboration of suc-
cesses. As was found in the present study, individuals’ need for
closure can be increased not only by manipulating the situation
(according to Sitkin, 1992) but also by conducting other types of
AER.
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